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Disease Politics

BehaviorTweets,  
memes

Social contagion: more than disease



Modeling dynamics on networks

Define nodes and links: What do they represent? 

Define node variables: What properties do nodes have? What states can they be in? 

Define dynamics: How can the states of the nodes change? 

Simulate dynamics: On network models or relevant network datasets 

Analyze dynamics: Usually involves approximations… 

Interpret results: For example, how can a desirable property be maximized?
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Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS):  

Nodes represent individuals, links represent interactions.  

Each individual can be in two states: susceptible (S) or infected (I).

Simplest model of social contagion: SIS
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Network SIS model

An infected node 
heals at rate  .γ

A healthy node can get 
infected by an infected 
neighbor at rate .β2

β2

Susceptible Infected
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Network SIS model

Loop through (small) time intervals :Δt

End

End
End

If node  is infected, heal with probability  

If node  is susceptible,

i γΔt

i

Find the number of infected network neighbors,  

Infect with probability 

M

1 − (1 − βΔt)M ≈ MβΔt

Loop through all nodes i = 1…, N

End

End



Epidemic threshold
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Network SIS model simulated on two degree-based models with the same mean degree:  

Power law degree distribution   
Degree distribution uniform in [50,100]
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Fully mixed contagion
This models assumes that a population of individuals is fully 
mixed and that everyone influences each other equally



Compartmental model for SIS

Susceptible InfectedS I

dI
dt

= − γI + β2NSI
γ =  rate of healing
β2 =  rate of infection

S + I = 1



dI
dt

= − γI + β2N(1 − I)I
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Compartmental model for SIS
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Equilibrium solution of this equation:



𝑘 = 1 𝑘 = 2 𝑘 = 3 𝑘 = 4

Pastor-Satorras, Romualdo, and Alessandro Vespignani. "Epidemic spreading in scale-free 
networks." Physical review letters 86.14 (2001): 3200.

Degree-based compartmental models

= fraction of nodes that are infectedxk



Degree-based compartmental model predicts that an epidemic occurs for β2 > βc
2 = γ

⟨k⟩
⟨k2⟩

Network SIS model

where  is the nth moment of the degree distribution, ⟨kn⟩ ⟨kn⟩ =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

kn
i

where  is the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix λ A
A more refined analysis predicts that an epidemic occurs for β2 > βc

2 =
γ
λ

For more sophisticated analyses, see

Wang, Yang, et al. "Epidemic spreading in real networks: An eigenvalue viewpoint." 22nd International Symposium on 
Reliable Distributed Systems, 2003. Proceedings.. IEEE, 2003.

Pastor-Satorras, Romualdo, and Alessandro Vespignani. "Epidemic spreading in scale-free networks." Physical review 
letters 86.14 (2001): 3200.

Kiss, István Z., Joel C. Miller, and Péter L. Simon. "Mathematics of epidemics on networks." Cham: Springer 598 (2017): 31.
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Epidemic threshold
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The more heterogeneous the degree distribution is, the lower the epidemic threshold 

β2 > βc
2 = γ

⟨k⟩
⟨k2⟩

Heterogeneity in the contact network promotes epidemics
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Python & networkx
The networkx library in Python has many prepackaged network generative models and tools

Erdos-Renyi network



Python & networkx
Stochastic Block Model



Python & networkx
Preferential attachment (Barabasi-Albert model)



Python & networkx
Degree distribution



Python & networkx
Import edgelist file, create graph, and plot



matlab & Python: webweb

webweb is an & easy-to-use visualization tool for matlab/python
Visualization can be misleading, but it can also be useful for dissemination



matlab
Erdös-Renyi network

Generate matrix
Show matrix
Visualize matrix



matlab
Stochastic Block Model



matlab: importing network datasets
Many searchable databases for networks



matlab
Importing power-grid network into matlab



matlab
Simulating the simplest spreading process: if a neighbor is infected, you become infected

 if node  is not infected at time ,  if node  is infected at time xt(i) = 0 i t xt(i) = 1 i t

Seed



Seed







matlab
Simulating the simplest spreading process: if a neighbor is infected, you become infected

 if node  is not infected at time ,  if node  is infected at time xt(i) = 0 i t xt(i) = 1 i t

xt+1(i) = sign
N

∑
j=1

Aijxt( j) = (sign(Ax))i Seed one node at  and iterate until t = 0 t = 5

(Not optimized)



low eigenvector centrality seed high eigenvector centrality seed

matlab
Simulating the simplest spreading process
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Diversity-productivity modeling example



Diversity-productivity modeling example

Suppose we have  workers (nodes), and they collaborate (links) in projects.N

Each worker has a characteristic variable  (could represent race, political ideology, gender, skills, etc.)x

Teams of workers try to find the solution to a particular problem. We will model the “problem” as 
maximizing the function sin(x − b)

Team

0.1 1

2.7 4

Team’s “solution” = productivity



Modeling diverse team adaptation

Single problem, 
non-diverse teams: 


good or bad solution, 
depends on problem

Multiple problems, 
diverse team: 


consistently good 
solutions



Diverse workspace



Non-diverse workspaces

Communities
Snake

Connect nodes ,  with probability  i j pi,j = f( |x0(i) − x0( j) | )

Biased

Dragon



Diversity modeling example
Dynamics

i

Every time step: 

Choose a random node  

Choose a random “problem”, that is, a random  for the function  

Find the team’s productivity  

If productivity is less than , rewire one connection from node  at random 

What if nodes still prefer to connect to similar nodes?


Pick another random node  

Node  chooses a neighbor  at random and rewires to random node  
if  

i

b h(x) = sin(x − b)

max
Aij≠0

{h(xi)}

−0.5 i

j

j k m
|xj − xm | < |xj − xk |



Diversity modeling example

t = 0 t = 12000 t = 30000

Diversity stagnates



Diversity modeling example
In our example, we can define diversity as D = ∑

i,j

Aij |xi − xj |

This accounts for diversity across links, not at the population level
D

t

Diversity increases until the benefits of productivity 
increase are negated by the tendency to connect to 
similar people



Diversity modeling example

t = 0 t = 30000

If nodes do not rewire seeking similar characteristics, diversity keeps increasing

D

t



Diversity modeling example

This was a made-up example where we know what 
is going to happen.  

If anyone is interested in collaborating or has ideas 
to make it more interesting, please let me know!
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